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OUTWARD SAVING
FRCM FOREIGN OFFICE TO CAIRO

No. i+12 Saving
November 26, 1953

CONFIDENTIAL

Addressed to Cairo telegram No. Jt-12 Saving of[ November 26.
Repeated for information Saving to: B.M.E.O. No.

.Washington No,
> ; Ankara No. 2iO
' Paris No. 3069

I
Your telegram No. 1578 [of November 13: Egyjpt Negotiations].

Following for Delegation.

Parliament would certainly wish to debate this agreement
before it entered into force. It should therefore-.provide f or ;

ratification and for its entry into force immediately upon exchange .
of ratifications either at London or Cairo. After signature it '•":"•%'
must follow normal ratification procedure. Text would lie before '-^
Parliament until there was a debate and a division, or failing 'V;;?̂
that for 21 days. The instrument of ratification would then be.';!'>/]:•'
signed with a view to exchange against corresponding Egyptian-/, ( i/t
instrument. If Parliament were sitting, the- delay between ;;>!̂ j'h
signature and ratification would not 'be likely tc exceed four(•,;{;!'£•:[;
weeks, and might well be less. Nothing can be dene while- ' ' "'• j';

Parliament is in recess betv/een about December 20 and January 31, V;
and April 15 and 27. ' • ; < TT" " \^-\

2. The above only holds true if there is no nee^d for United -;• H:f
Kingdom legislation before the Agi cement cooes into force. It ; 'v-.'

: ' ' ' '''!*•- '""'i

seems unlikely that there will be any necessity for legislation, :;J -•
-•" "f • '-i'

but it is impossible to be certain until full text is available, ̂ î i?
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hur 30, 1953
I). 1.31 p.'. October 30, 1933
P. 1.50 P.P. Oct«bw 30, 1953

to Fnrelfni O f f c e Ho. 192 of Ooiahtr
for infomntion tot

and Fiavltirj to: Inrla
OKJFIL Hew Tortt

B.M.E,0,
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r'*ll9irlna fron ^c legation. V

Cairo nojTRpnpcrs thin nomine c-trry a roport thot there will
he in 'ji?lo-"Bj-ptlfln ncetlngs nmrt neck. Tao rwnbei'S «f the
Bcyptlan delcgntlen, Incluainc Owaal .\bdel Maaaer, Imte left
Onlro on tour, tregitlb in an Interview vith little (Arab Hen
Anency) ytat^nlny epeke of the need for further patlmjoe. Be T

Is c'jlnfj on t-ntr hlHsrlf f«r eb >ut twu dftja and teld the
Auatnllan J'inlstrr that he did net npect anything deoiiive
te happen wfitle he W»B «imy. v .; ;; „'

?. Thrre is no siicgerticn on the Kflyptlao elde that
tnlk« nre net to he resune'J eventually, but their present deity*

inn t*ctlca are > evidently deliberate. This Attitude My be
partly connect*.! with '-\idan electl'bns or nay be tmofrtglnty M
to their o-mi ne^ct nrv. in any 0*39 it puts ue in en rmtunejM
in^ pcltir'n hy hre»;lnr us hsnfiinn «bwt on the doorstep, ??•
pjr^est thet rntie pctl-n ru wr pczt to inflicits that en Intejp*

in the dincuKnl'Tia la quite velcaoe to ourselves alee
he <r>r>$ tuvotior.

cfflce pleitre psns nc.sliington, Anksn end Caving It
'-r I'nris rn-i n I)i:L {lev Vork M oy tolegraaa Kolu 368,
2 c\n>3 7 renpectivtly. , : :>,-,

.'stpJ to ''nnhinfjtcn, ^n:.era, end i'-aving to Peris,

r«rls»
471.
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Hr. II. Allen
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. BRITISH EiuBASSY,

CAIRO

t°

L. /

Further to Cresv/ell's Secret and personal
letter 1043/667/53G of 26th October about
availability.

2. The evidence of the past few days all
points towards a hardening of the Egyptian
attitude on this subject. It seems probable
that after his private talk with Cresv/ell on
23rd October, Fawzy received no encouragement
at the hands of the C.R.C. This is borne out
by 1 tenser's remarks tp Little referred to in
Cresv/ell's letter of 26th October and also by
Sal all Salem1 s subsequent interview -(Cairo

- telegram 276 Saving). You will note in
particular from Salah Salem1s interview that the
Egyptians are now saying that a written commitment
allowing us to bring back our troops under broadly
defined conditions would permit us directly to
influence Egyptian'foreign policy. In other
words Egypt might automatically be dragged into
a war v/ithout having any say in the matter
herself.

3. It is hard to say v/hether the Egyptian
attitude is determined by a real attachment to
neutralism (cf. Creswell's letter 1043/167/53G of

""2nd April, 19i33) or by a reluctance to confront the
Egyptian public with an admission that in spite
of their many statements to the contrary, they
have accepted a fresh commitment. It may be
partly due to both motives. It may also to some
extent result from Soviet pressure which we
.suspect has been exerted recently.

4. Whatever the motive, the result is pretty
serious. It would be entirely understandable
that Her llajesty's Government should regard the
issue as a. fundamental one and conclude that they
could not defend an agreement which ignored it.
It is possible that the Egyptians can be got to
give way on it, but they will not do so readily,
inr quickly. The only possible way to get them to
give way is for Her Majesty's Government to take

K /some •



AFPEHDIX 'AI A I

The follov/ing tentative suggestions have
discussed \vithiu the British Delegation:

(a) Fav/zi himself offered a very general preamble
on the lines of both overniiionts "bearing in mind
their obligations under the United Nations Charter
w v c • vj u c •

(b) Fav/zi suggested On October 22nd that "there
shall be inuiiediate consultation between the United
Kingdom and Egypt if recommendation is made by the
United Nations"that the Base should be made . -
available in the event of a threat to the peace,
breach of the peace or an act of aggression."

(The Americans maintain that Fawzi had
scored a great point by getting the C.R.C. to accept
any form of v/ords reaf±lrming Egyptian obligations
under the United nations. This seems to us to be
nonsense, and the above two formulae so vague as to
be valueless,)

(c) The form of v/ords given in Ore swell's letter
to Allen of October 26th.

(d) A suggestion that immediate reactivation of
the Tase should be linked, in conditions when there
is a general threat to the uiddle East, to an S.O.S'.
appeal to the United Kingdom and Egypt by a member
oF the Arab Pact (presumably Iraq, or" Syria) if it
considered that the threat to itself was sufficiently
imminent. The wording suggested was as follows:

"Recognising their common responsibilities
under the United nations Charter to assist in
maintaining peace and resisting aggression,
the Governments of Errypt end the United Kingdom
agree that the full facilities of the Suez Base
shall at once be.made available to Her Majesty's
forces whenever a member of the Arab Security
Fact is ttie victim of attack, or intimates to
both contracting parties that it believes such
action is necessary to save it from attack, or
whenever the contracting parties agree after
consultation thr.t such action is necessary to
forestall or resist aggression in other Quarters."

/ (e) An



An attempt to pick up, out of Haguib's letter(e) .. _ x _
to EisunhOvYup, the Phraseology "the allies of our
allies" in the following \vay:- .

Base v/ill be immediately reactivated/

"(C) in the event of an ally of any
member of the Arab Mutual Security Pact
being involved in hostilities in the
Middle East area as the result of
aggression by an outside power."

The idea here is to build up on the repeated
statement of the Egyptians that v/e should get
reactivation in practice through the chain of
alliances Involving Jordan and Iraq in any war
\ve fought in the Middle East. In this way the
Egyptians might conceivoably be brought to agree
that this \vas not in practice an extension of
tiieir existing commitments.
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AlTElfDIX 'B1

Y/ith reference to paragraph
above agreed statement -

of the

The United Kingdom Delegation has been
concerned lest a major war should be launched
against the free v/orlcl .without involving an
immediate armed attack against an Arab State
and therei'ore v/ithout fulfilling the conditions
stipulated for immediate reactivation of the Base..
The* United Kingdom Delegation has drawn attention
to the danger's of delay in such circumstances.

Although the Egyptian Delegation has
recognised this problem it has maintained that
paragraph of the Agreed Statement, particularly
the provision for consultation in the
circumstances mentioned above, constitutes a
practical insurance against any such delays.
The Egyptian Government feels itself to be
unable to subscribe to any wider undertaking in
the absence of a settlement of its outstanding
differences with Great Britain.

\

Moreover the Egyptian Government has given
positive assurances that, if such a settlement is
readied, a new foundation will be laid for
co-operation v/ith the' peace loving powers,
including Great Britain, in the interests of an
effective defence of Egypt and of her Arab allies.
The Egyptian Government therefore maintains that
there is no cause for the concern which the
United Kingdom Delegation has expressed.

The Egyptian Do legation, further, draws
attention to the r^affirmation by Egypt in the
above agreed statement of her loyalty to her
existing comi>iitmt;iits towards the United Nations-,
wiiioh will guide her actions in the event of
a major war.
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Mi'nutec.
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V
In a letter commenting on other parts

of the draft text, the «Var Office have
commented as follows:

"Paragraph I of 1'iote No. 2 provides for
the Assistant Base Commander's correspondence
arising from paragraph 3 frftcw pQgQgrttph U-r
of Annex A being accessible to "appropriate
officers of both nations". Are you quite
satisfied that this does not commit us to
making available to the Egyptians docuraentc
concerned with matters of purely British
interest, such as those arising from the
Assistant Base Commander's responsibilities
for the command of British personnel?
(paragraph k (c) of Annex A)"£ ,/e are
strongly against letting the Egyptians have
access to documents relating to British
personnel administration, which is of
purely British concern1.'

2. Do you think, the ./ar Office's fears
are justified? I notice that "such
correspondence" refers to correspondence
arising from "the exercise of the
responsibilities of the Assistant Base
Commander as defined in paragraph 3»
«nnex A", This paragraph lists the
following among the duties of the Assistant
Base Commander:

n

U.
He will be in full command of the

British technicians in the Base.
He will be responsible for their
personal administration, including
their pay, discipline, welfare ....
and all similar matters affecting
them as individuals1'.

3. If they a_re_ justified, we should perhajpa
add a small phrase in parentheses to the end
of paragraph 1 as follows:

for correspondence of purely
domestic British interest such

as/
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Minutes.

as the administration of British
personnel).

I should be grateful for your views.

xh>u~r

(H. C. Mackworth Young)
January 18, 195U.

•i . . . . U»
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Draft Te*-t of Agreement,

of Notes.

• • ^to consider the 3 vxchanges of notes. '

3. These notes cover the following subjecta:-

Wote No.1 .

Procedure and facilities for withdrawal of

troops.
/ -T.

Note llQ.2. x ,

Procjlure for running the base.
^Ilote Ho.3.

Exchange of airforces.

U-. The first question to consider is whether

these subjects can most suitably be covered in

Exchanges of .Hotec annexed to the Agreement.fiUK**-
.' *• /_>.. K 1_ « . ^ — '

to be of interest within 15 months of the coming

Under cover of his letter of September 3 to

Ur. Allen (JE 1192A55/G), Mr. Hantey sent us a

first draft text of the Agreement. This text

consists of a Preamble, the main Agreement,

annexes concerning the running of the base,

jurisdiction and financial arrangements, and $tK)TU-

gxchangea of notes.

2. The Preamble, main Agreement and annexes have

been considered in separate submissions. Texts

of the remaining two annexes are awaited from

Cairo. The purpose of the present submission is

.
into force of the Agreement, /̂ fter this period̂

the provisions of the main Agreement and the

annexes will come into full operation. It j

therefore seems reasonable that the provisions .

concerning detailed procedure for withdrawal should,

be made the subject of a separate fcfbte.

6. Note Ho.j. concerns certain detailed i

arrangements for running the 'base , namely :- |

'' /(i) ' Channels \
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(i) Channels of correspondence between

British technicians and British military

authorities outside Egypt.

Access of Egyptians to installations

under British management.

•Relations between British and Egyptian

personnel.

There would be a case for including all these

points in Annex A, which concerns the organisatio

of the base. {

(ii)

(ill)

Delegation do not say why they

want to put these matters in a separate^exehemge

ef t^tes. It may be that they regard them as

too detailed for Annex A. Alternatively, they

may think it wiser to keep provisions which will

be relatively unpopular with the Egyptians out

of the Agreement proper (including Annexes). I

do not think it much matters one way or the other

But I think we should ask the Delegation for the!

reasons before agreeing to this particular Note.

7. As regards Note No. £TN I oltuula liavo thought

/It would seem Improbable that the Egyptians will

be keen on exchanges of airrorce squadrons for

training purposes. However that may be, there

seems no objection in principle to covering this

matter, if it is to be covered, in a separate

8. It remains to consider the text itself.

This has been conalrJarert ty the Departments

concerned. The following analysis incorporates

their comments:
>G rc<u»»

I Note No.1.

' This Note contains six paragraphs, on the
I
following subjects:

. (1) Availability of Egyptian transport,

( customs, and labour facilities for

-N ; , \: /withdrawing
!•''•)' •••/ • U .'• •' i

fo*&ZT**V**i

tlo~>

Ul
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' ' •'. .'•• ' ,y ; ] i

( withdrawing British troops, , r .̂ V̂ --'?

^ (2) Customs and other immunities during period-";
. • ' ':. ','•' ~'f'''':' '•' '''i

of withdrawal. . ' ' ' ; ', '•' '.- '• ;\4!'̂ ::l;:f

\ (3) Setting up of Egyptian military authority; :i

in the base, during.process of withdrawal,
N '''<'•'. ̂ t\

to plan the handover of installations ?ln • M

(U)

conjunction with, British Commanders.

planni-ng

vi

(5) Time at which transfer of responsibilities •

to Egyptian Commanders should take place. ^
' '• "i"'

(6) Phasing of withdrawal. •' \ ^"'-V ;i
;,' ." \ .-•;,;:.;: \--':^\

Comments. • \ i".'•'••\-\'•>'••*

General. ' ' ' ; v ' ' • \\'" 'i;:,;"|
•̂̂ -""̂  . - . \ ".- ' •'' -1

\ ' |

The first five paragraphs are all necessary

and appear in general to covertthe subject v;
; . , - . ; > ' •, )')',?

adequately. Paragraph 6 is only to be. / , ;
 l t ^

i . : 'i
inserted if the Egyptians insist. The "- • "

. >
Delegation are .quite right to make provision j

• i

for it, though we naturally want to avoid ./ •',
t i 'I '

being tied down to detailed time-tables if

possible.

aragraph

s.

'—~^
"^^ question of customs facilities might

etter covered in the separate annex on cpxfftcms,

the necessity ffc^ which we haveajrftfady made clear]

to the Delegation fhspui>€rt5mraentB on Annex A (see

Mr. Boothby's lp*Uer of^s. to Mr. Cr e swell —

We might suggb^t this to the

l̂egation.
^̂ P̂̂  , •!

Paragraph 2. • •; '3;' ••''"'. •
—— '*

The first 9 words are ambiguous. They sboul

read "until the withdrawal has been completed". -̂

aragraph 3.

The British Air Officer'commanding will also

e involved in the handover. He should therefore

~5> ^ i.-'.- /be mentioned
- I. ' •• •••> \ , ' ":..; ;' .;'-:r:',/i".vi>?-*'

f3



'be mentioned in this paragraph

I Paragraph

.No comment.

'(Paragraph 6.

\ Service Departments do not wish any details

'•f the phasing of withdrawal to go into the draft

at this stage. .
I *f CejbA
I Note No.2. ̂^\ ••••"••"•

• , This note contains 3 paragraphs, covering the

'following subjects:

I (1) Correspondence between British technicians

British military authorities outside

Egypt.

(2) Access of Egyptians 4*rbo installations und£r
! British management.

(3) Relations between British and Egyptian

personnel in the base.

Comments* •

General.

,£" All these paragraphs are necessary.

I Paragraph 1_._.
f

rters Middle East Airforces"I . "General Hea

•hould of course read "Jeneral Headquarters Middle

East Land Forces and Headquarters Middle East

Air Forces".

'Paragraph 2.

I
\

No comment.

Paragraph 3. • *

The War Office do not wish Egyptian civilians

\to be in a position to issue ordinance to British

ŝervice men. They therefore wish to delete the

square brackets around the word "service" on

two occasions on which it appears in this paragrap

/Note No.3.
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Note No.3.

This note contains only one paragraph, \
\

Concerning the exchange of British and Egyptian ]

Air Force squadrons for training purposes. There |

are two comments: '. '"•"'•'... J
1 ' '

(a) The Air Ministry have decided that any /

British squadrons coming into Egypt '.i

under this scheme should be based ati
-"Abu Sueir11' airfield. . This decisionf

I

(b)

entails the deletion of /"Fayid", airfield)

and of the brackets around "Abu Sueir",

from the text. \V-V.

It would seem unwise to state specifically

in a docunent to be published, that the v

Egyptian squadrons to be exchanged under \i

this scheme will be based at a British

airfield in Cyprus. Britain's position,

n Cyprus* is that of a Colonial p o w e r , ]
i " i

and as such is presumably resented by the
• i

Egyptians.. There is no need to specify j;
;>• • IE

the location of the British airfield, and'

the Air Ministry have agreed that the ~< :?j
' • •^ • • f l

reference to Cyprus should be deleted. ;

9. A fresh draft text of the 3«Jfotes, revised <
' • / . ' ' • " ; ,«

in accordance with the above comnents, is ' i

attached. , ;

Re c omine nda t i on j.

\ v

•m
That the revised text be sent to our ; 5

' ^'-v^
Delegation in Cairo under cover ,of the attachedi J

• •'•''•.'
draft letter from Mr. Boothby to Mr. Creswell, r

The departmental legal adviser agrees.
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letter.
Mr. Creswell.

Cairo.

Prom:
Mr. Boothby.

I 10

You have now received our comments on all

sections of the draft text of the Defence

Agreement enclsoed v/ith Hankey1 s letter to Allen

of September 3 OOU3/14-7V53G) except for :

(a) The section on status of personnel .

(b) The three Exchanges of Notes.
... r<w*.t3

2. V»e are awaiting your roply tQ tho text before

commenting on (a). The present letter deals with

(b).

3. The first question is whether these subjects

can best be covered in separate Exchanges of Notes
\

annexed to the Agreement, or whether some other

instrument would be more suitable.

*u Note Nq»A« concerns matters which would

cease to be of interest within 15 months of the

coming into force of the Agreement. It will be

only after this period that the provisions of the

main Agreement and the annexes come into full

operation. It therefore seems reasonable that

the provisions concerning detailed procedure for

withdrawal should be made the subject of a

separate Note.

5. From the purely drafting point of view we

think that Note No.2. would be more suitably

included in Annex A. It concerns detailed

arrangements for the organisation of the base,

which is the subject of that Annex. But there

may be some special reason which has escaped us
*

for making these points the subject of a separate

Note. Perhaps you would let us have' your views

on this.

6. A As regarcfcs Note No.5, it seems to^is r

\ '' \ \
unlikelyrthat the Egyptians will ^e^keeh^on

\,./ --""" ; V
/making



making exchanges of Air Force squadrons the

subject of any part of the Agreement or annexes

thereto. Moreover there seems no particular

virtue in regularising this matter at the same

time as the Agreement itself is signed. ' It
i

seems to us that it might well form the subject

of an entirely separate instruuent. We should

be grateful for your views on this point also.

7. On the text itself we have the following

comments: -
fe-

Note No.1.

Paragraph^
?
quo'btlofr/oT ouotomo faeilitica "light

MX dealing with

papt of Annex A,ouotonaa, whether this

of ia inadt, the bub jmb of a DO parata1 Annex

(•thia quoot>ion la dlaeuoood in my lotter- to

— TO

Paragraph 2.

The first 9 words appear to be ambiguous

We suggest "until the withdrawal han been

completed".

Paragraph 3.

After the words "̂  General Officer

Commandir rlriti?.h troops in

"and

Paragraph 6.

We agree that no paragraph on this subject

should be included unless the Egyptians

insist. Not only do we* want to avoid being

tied down to detailed time-tables, but we do

not want to give detailed publicity to the

strength of our forces in Egypt before and

during the process of withdrawal. Meanwhile

/we should
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we should preferfto suspend the actual drafting,

of this paragraph, at thia a taga^ and to • f • ; ; • ' • ' .h v.':
i • '

substitute for the present wording the : ' ' . i

following statement: "^detailed programme;.'; •

for the phasing of /withdrawal (which will need ,;

to be carefully considered) will be .inserted;;:̂
• * .'• ' i . f' '''' : . y . '/ ; ' ' v !

if the Egyptians insist". ^ '; ;̂

Mote No.2. ~C*Q>* ' •' ; ' ; ' xKl;;;r":
MMB^HMHMM^MMMMa** _ ^ • ' _ , ' . • } ' • . , .

Paragraph 1. •. •' •-.;; ' ' ' ' , ' '" ''4l £ ••;: ••''

Delete""general Headquarters,Middle;East !I
\ ''• • : •• : f'-' .•'!

Air Forces" and substitute general Headguarteri

Middle East Land Forces and Headquarters Middle

: ̂

(t
East Air Forces". - ; . , . :

Paragraph 3. '*

The Service Departments do not wish•'"•'>'.;?-';.i.': 'J

Egyptian civilians to be in a position to issue
' . -'"• - • • •- '--/"̂ . ,;. ; '

orders to British servicemen. We should vf,-'^

therefore like the square brackets around the
\ . • • • • • • ' ' , ,

word "service", on the two occasions on which it,
••' • :.-• " i . ' - ' • • J-

appears in this paragraph to be deleted. ' . ; ' ;

Note No.3. -C*j»' ' . _ , .^ : '.* •:_' ':^:>\ '̂ ^ ,?

We have two comments:- r .-r ' ' ', '

(a) The Air Ministry have decided that any •
I ' ' ; ̂  .'':.•

British squadrons coming into Egypt v.

• under this scheme should be based at

"Abu Sueir" airfield. - This involves
• • . . . i

the following amendments: ' •

(i) Delete "Fayid". ; . .-
" ! •* .

(ii) Delete square brackets around -

"Abu Sueir". < : ; . ;:.}
! * '

Subject to your views, we wonder

whether the Egyptians might not resent '

a specific statement in a document to

be published, that Egyptian squadrons

\ . • • . : • • /to. be.•:,..'"•;)

' '^4

I
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to be exchanged under this scheme will be

based at a British airfield in Cyprus,

since Cyprus is a manifestation of British

imperialism. The Air Ministry have agreed

that the reference to Cyprus may be deleted

If you agree, the text could be amended

accordingly, i.e.

Line 9 Delete "will be based at a

suitable airfield in Cyprus",

substitute "will be based at a

suitable British airfield".

Line 1U .Delete "in Cyprus", substitute

"in British airfields".
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TOP StCKt I

i. NO.: Whitehall 7000

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE,

"STOREY'S GATE, ,

JL $ | S.W.I

".' -A
* " I

3rd November, 1953.

T.S. 21/012/01/53
Ycmr reference; JE.1192/57UG-

^+* • U*

I have only one comment on your letter
of the 29th October circulating revised drafts
of the three Exchanges of Notes. __— — V)^

The Air Ministry letter of the 26th ~<*^~
September commenting on the draft Agreement suggested,
that mention of the necessity for adequate signals
facilities for the local and long range control
of aircraft should be made in Note No. 3. According
to my recollection, it was agreed at our meeting
on the 30th September that this should be done. :
This is of course an Air Ministry point and no
doubt Air Commodore Wallis will comment on it.

I am copying this letter to Armstrong (War
Office), Commander Talbot-Smith (Admiralty) and
Air Commodore Wallis, Orme and Melville (Air
Ministry).

R.C. Maekworth-Young, Esq.,
Foreign Office,

Whitehall,
LOBDON, S.W.I.

(R.H. Prince)
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FROM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFFICE SECRET
AND WHITEHALL SECRET
DISTRIBUTION

Mr. Hankey . ' -' L. 2.23p.m. October 27, 1953
.

October 27, 19b3 ,7 / - R. 3.27p.m. October 27. 1953
* • \. - •
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IMMEDIATE
CONFIDENTIAL

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 1509 of October 27
Repeated for inforn'lation.to ' , - • '

B. M.E. 0. "-̂ - • Ankara New York (U, K. Del.)
Washington Paris N Paris (U. K. DeL)

My telegram No. 1501;-

Following from Delegation.

Egyptian Minister for Foreign Affairs asked Creswell to call this
morning, ostensibly about the Sudan (see my immediately following

2. Fawzi was anxious to disclaim the responsibility for a further
which he said you had placed on Uie Egyptian Government during your

interview with UK Egyptian Ambassador. He was told that although it
seemed undesirable to lay too much stress on procedure, .the fact remained
tliat the Egyptian delegation had, on October 21, only given their immediate
reactions to Robertson's statement and that it should not be too much to
hope that the Egyptian Government, after thinking it out carefully, would
be able to give a further reply wliich would enable Informal conversations
to be resumed.

3. Fawzi also repeated his remarks about the unacceptability of our
sub-paragraph (c) on availability. He v/as told that we have nothing more
to say on this point and if the Egyptian Government could see a better way
of defining the circumstances under which, as they must surely understand,
we would need immediate reactivation of the base, they *puld put forward
a draft suggestion. He expressed considerable scepticism about the
impartiality or wisdon of a General Assembly recommendation in such
circumstances, and suggested that "the recomnjendation might be made in
consequence of some quite minor incidant and forced through by pressures
exerted on minor members of the Assembly.

4. We are reaching the conclusion that the deadlock on availability Is
not merely a matter of words but that the Egyptians are determined not to
give an undertaking of immediate reactivation in the event of major war.

S3. Fawzi did not mention uniform or-^ther points but Creswell
emphasized tlat we were far from satisfied over the Egyptian answer of
October 21 on consultation and on air facilities. Fawzi did not propose any
further meeting and it seems possible that there will not be ooeiintthe
near future.

/Foreign Office
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a aboutx one country maintaining
ailitary bases in the" territory of another frequently
fail to include any specific provision about the
wearing of uniform. Thia is of course because it
is assumed that members of the armed forces will wear
uniform. The latest example is the United States/
Spanish Agreement. This makes no mention of uniform,
but it is clear from frequent references to United
otates troops that uniform is to be worn.

2. Our trouble arises of course from the fact that,
in an attempt to satisfy Egyptian susceptibilities, we
have decided to describe the troops we are leaving
in Egypt by the neutral term "technicians". Clearly
there is no implication that "technicians" will wear
uniform. If therefore we wish to ensure this right,
we can only do so by

(a) a specific provision to that affect in
the Agreement;

(b) a secret understanding to thio offoot
with the Egyptians.

3. Course (a) is what we are trying to do at the
noment. The purpose of Kir. Creswell's letter is to
surgest an alternative proposal in case this course
fails.

Gourae (b) by itself is unworkable. The point
certainly be raised in Parliament, and

the existence of a secret agreement would have to
be revealed.

ij. l,ir. Creuwell suggests an ingenious variant of
(b). The Acreeiaent would state that the techniciana
should Ĵ praall̂  wear working dress when on duty and
plain clothes when off duty. There would at the same
time be a tacit agreement that if Her majesty's
Govern,uent were to say in Parliament that British
personnel a^e not .denied the right to wear uniform,
the Ksyptians would not try and dispute it.

6. If the Egyptians accepted this suggestion, and
carried it out faithfully, it,would work. I suggest

44124 5/5? F.O.P.
therefore/
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(H . 0. i ,Luckworth Young)
November 1953
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1043/66V53G.

sacRiST

#>,v '

BRITISH EMBASSY,

CAIRO.

October 26, 1953.

It may interest you to know that towards the end of, his f-r
conversation with me on October 23 (my telegram No. 1501) Pawzi
turned to the subject of uniform. He said that the great difficulty
for the Egyptians was our request that they should subscribe to a
public undertaking that î gypt agreed in principle to the technicians
wearing uniform. Ke quite understood that we cannot allow them to :

be denied that ri^ht and I told him also that we could not be «xr . ., '
pected to agree to a statement that they would wear only uniform
with Egyptian permission. In general, he seemed ready to consider
the substance of the arrangement we had proposed about uniform
(including our conception of what constituted working clothes) but
unable to subscribe to a written undertaking.

2. At one moment Fawzi went further and said that he .saw no
reason why technicians should not put on uniform on appropriate
occasions such as sone particular parade, provided this was done .
with Egyptian permission. This would clearly be unacceptable to
us,but it is perhaps of interest that he should have volunteered
this statement*

3* There can of course be no question of our agreeing to
modify our attitude on the point of substance, but is there any
likelihood of our position being sufficiently safeguarded, if the ,
agreement merely stated that the technicians would normally wear
Corking dress when on duty, and plain clothes when off duty,
provided that at the same time a tacit agreement were reached that
the Egyptians would not try and dispute it in any way if H.M.G.
were to say in Parliament (e.g. in reply to a question) that
British personnel are not denied the right to wear uniform? ,
lou will have noted of course that the Delegation have
specifically stated (Cairo telegram Ito. 1490), that it has no
recommendations to make to, H.M.G. now either about availability or
about uniform. /

(Vi.J. CRES1ELL)

Roger Allen, Esq., C.M.G.,
African Department,
Foreign Office,
London, S.W.1.
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8ECRST A PSRSCTTAL

FOHBXdT OFPXCB, 3.W,1.

Hovwnbe* 11 , 1953

VJo have glvon ocrae thought to the proposal In
your letter of October 26 (10U3/66V53Q) about tmlfonn.

I era afraid thoro aro weighty reaorma ngolnot lt»
In the first place It aeons likely that Parliament will
Insist that our mbn are explicitly glvon tho right to
tseor uniform. In the oocond place, I do not think,
after our experience over the Sudan Agreerientf that we
could place much reliance on tacit ccroonnonta trlth tho
Egyptians about whot we do or do not oay in Parliament
and how they react.

For the moment, therefore, I do not see any other
way In which the BUD at once of our requirements could be
safeguarded. I am sorry to be writing in this dampening
vein!

(E. Allen)

II. J. Ore a well, Esq., C.M.Q»,

Cairo.
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INFORMATION OFFICE,

COMTIAL •V&W BRITISH MBASST.

Ul°7/^3) curc. '

October 26, 1953.

Dear Department,

You may be interested in publicity which Mr. Caffery, the
American Ambassador here, is getting for his role in current Anglo-
Egyptian affairs. Some of this publicity is no doubt the spontaneous
result of Egyptian hopes that the .Americans may yet apply the final
pressure to make us cave in, but it seems highly probable that in
addition our colleagues in the U. S. Embassy have been active.

2. Iiisuediately after the meeting last Wednesday Mr. Caffery
called on the Foreign Minister. On coming out of the Ministry he is
reported to have said that he was hopeful that a fair agreement would be
reached, and that the differences of view between the two sides were not
great. He added that he had called on the Minister to inform himself
of the latest developments, and he would submit a report to his Government
in due course. These statements were widely reported in all the main
newspapers. "Al. Misri" had an eight-column headline drawing attention
to his visit arid photographs of him were given equal prominence to those
of the British and Egyptian delegates. You may be amused by the attached
photograph from "Al Ahram" showing the aged pundit surrounded by bis
Egyptian disciples*

3. On October 24 all the papers carried a detailed account of a
television interview which Mr. Caffery had given to the National Broadcast-
ing Company of America. Asked about u.s. intervention in the Anglo-
Egyptian dispute, he said: >

"Sincere and patient efforts have been made to solve the Suez
Base problem. It is of such great importance that I hope for
a settlement which will be of mutual benefit to Egypt and to
Great Britain. As long as the present informal talks continue,
there is reason to believe that success may be achieved."

The text of this statement had undoubtedly been released by the U.S.
Embassy here.

4. This statement also was prominently featured in the local
press, and was supported by editorials urging the United States to carry
on their efforts to persuade Britain to accept Egypt's point of view.
"Al Ahram" wrote: "Tie sincerely appreciate Mr. Caffery's efforts. We
know that the U.S. Government is sparing no effort to remove all
obstacles and that important contacts are taking place between Washington,
Lortion and Cairo. Nothing could make us happier than the success of
these efforts and contacts "

5. On October 25 Mr. Caffery again called on the Minister for
Foreign Affairs and once again provided good material for the local press*
lYe attach a translation of "Al Ahram1 s" account of what he said after the
meeting. You will see that on at least one occasion he did not hesitate
to assume the functions of the British Embassy spokesman.

African Department,
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6. Publicity has of course also been given to reports that
the Americans are "mediating" also in London and Washington. "Akbar
el Xom" of October 25 carried a large front-page photograph of
Mr. Dulles in conversation with Ahmed Hussein, the Egyptian Ambassador
in Washington.

7. We should be glad if you could show this letter to
Information Policy Department.

Yours ever,

INFOB*AHON DEPARTMENT

A
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"AL AHEAM" 22.10.53-

"llr. Jefferson Caffery, the American Ambassador to Egypt
speaking to journalists at the end of Ids meeting with
Dr. Mahioud Pawzi, the Minister of Foreign Affaxrs yesterday
afternoon."



AL AKRA1.1; 25/10/53

MEETING B-ffi'TfllliU THE LIIII3TER OP FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AND THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR

Review of Anglo-Egyptian Relations and the decisions
taken by the Political Committee in Ataman.

The need for a. decisive stand at the Security Council
to stop the Israeli aggressions.

Mr. Gaffery, the American Ambassador, asked to meet the
Minister of Foreign Affairs yesterday. The meeting took place at
1 p.m. and lasted 20 minutes.

Telegrams from the U. S. Government

At the end of the meeting, Mr. Caffery said thrt he had
studied with the Minister of Foreign Affairs the Anglo-Bgyptian
relations, the decisions taken by the Political Conuaittee of the Arab
League at its meeting in Amman, and the situation in Jerusalem*

The American Ambassador was carrying telegrams he received
fro$ his Government concerning these questions, and containing
instructions which he had expected to receive.

Meeting between the two sides

Mr. Caffery was asked: When do you think a meeting will
take place between the British and the Egyptian sides? He answered
he did not yet knew the date of this meeting and refused to explain
why he had not met the British side since the last meeting between
the two sides. He said only that !>!r. Robert Hankey was ill and that
he hoped to See General Robertson soon.

Date of the British Ambassador1^ return

Asked about the British Ambassador1s return to Cairo he said;
"The British Embassy here does not know anything about his return11*

U.S. efforts for mediation

Concerning the Anglo-Egyptian relations, well-known circles
believe that the American Government is having constant contacts with
Cairo and London with a view to surmounting the present difficulties.

The American circles still express optimism, and their hope
of overcoming these difficulties. The American Government is mediating
between the two sides on two points which are supposed to be toe main
obstacles between them. *

Observers say that the present week will see a diplomatic
movement of utmost importance between London, Cairo andTCashington, which
will lead in case of success to a meeting between the Egptian and the
British sides.
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INDEXED
Parliamentary Question

Mr. Wyatt: To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, whether he will make a !

statement on the negotiations between Her Majesty's Government and the Egyptian .
Government on the subject of the Suez Canal base.

260CT1955

**..

EGYPT (SUEZ CANAL
BASE)

2. Mr. Wyatt asked the Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs whether he will
make a statement on the negotiations be-
tween Her Majesty's Government and the
Egyptian Government on the subject of

Suez Canal base.
;. Sir T. Moore asked the Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs if he will make
a statement indicating the progress so far
made in his negotiations with the
Egyptian Government over the Suez
Canal dispute.

Mr. Eden: I regret that 1 am still not
in a position to make this statement. I
can, however, assure the House that I
will do so at the earliest opportunity.

I Mr. Wyatt: Cannot the Foreign Secre-
; tary tell us at least as much as he told

the Foreign Affairs Committee of the
Tory Party, and can he take heart and

! stand up to those 19th Century members
I of all ages in his party who are trying
: to prevent the reaching of a reasonable ;
1 agreement with the Egyptians? '

Mr. Eden: I am not sure that I under-
stand who the hon. Member is trying to •
describe. It would not, of course, be i
anybody of jny acquaintance. i

Sir T. Moore: Will my right non. ;
Friend bear in mind that he will have £
general support and confidence in his t
efforts to bring this dispute to a peace- {
able end, and also, of course, in maintain- »'v
ing our international and treaty rights in
regard to the Canal?

Mr. Shinwell: While I fully recognise
the need for a satisfactory conclusion to
these negotiations, may I ask the right
hon. Gentleman to recognise that it would
be most undesirable if the result was that
these negotiations, satisfactory though
they may be to both parties, were used
as a jumping-off ground to enable Egypt -
to attack any of her neighbours?

i Mr. Eden: What we are dealing with i
is a revision of the treaty which we signed j
with Egypt. If the right hon. .Gentleman

; has any special point he wants to raise
: about our side of the question, I shall be
. glad if he will put it down.

: Mr. Amery : Can my right hon. Friend
; give the assurance that if any agreement

appears to be in sight, the terms will be
presented to the. House for a debate !

before any decision is taken?

Mr. Eden: My hon. Friend can be
assured that the ordinary constitutional
procedure will, in any event, be followed.

; • ; -••:&
.. •'.-,,i;...'At*
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Parliamentary Question

^

£4 Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Thomas Moore: To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
if he will make a statement indicating the progress so far made in his negotiations with
the Egyptian Government over the Suez Canal dispute.. , . *,

I.-

There are two questions on this
subject,which could be taken together.

2. In his statement in Parliament on
October 20, the Secretary of State said
that he hoped to be able to make an
announcement within the next few days
about the progress of the discussions in
Cairo. They had reached an advanced
stage and he trusted that the House would
not press him to say anything more about
them on that day.

3. At that time, it was hoped that the
meeting which took place on Wednesday,
October 21 would be decisive. This was
not, however, so. Ho agreement was
reached at the meeting, which issued a
communique to the effect that a further
meeting would be held after the position
had been considered by both governments.
We do not yet know the date of the later
meeting.

U. We cannot therefore yet forecast
ivliether or not the Secretary of State will
be in a position to make a statement by
iviunday, October 26, or if not, whether
he will know by then on what day he will
be able to make a statement. Alternative
draft replies are therefore submitted to
meet the following situations: -

(a) that a statement will be made
at the end of questions;

(b) that another date can be named
.on which a statement will be made;

(c) that no date can yet be named.

(R. C. Mackworth Young)
October 22, 1953.

».•

V^ -
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(1043/668/53G) BRITISH EMBASSY,

TOP SECRET CAIRO.

October 26, 1953.

<••,
V >

'7-
Michael Creswell is writing to Roger Allen

by this bag about the two main points on which our
negotiations are hUngine up. This letter is intended
to complete the picture by giving our views on the
clause on consultation. "JCH^/c / r L

I I ̂
2. The Delegation's preliminary comment was contained
in paragraph 6 of their telegram No. 1222. Subsequent
events have merely increased the improbability of Egyptian
agreement to any clause which would be of concrete
value to us. At the meeting on October 21 the Minister
of Foreign Affairs said that when accepting 7 years
for duration he wished to assert as clearly as he
possibly could that 7 years meant 7 years, that there
could be no "trimmings" and that at the end of the period
Egypt would have no commitment at all unless she had,
meanwhile, voluntarily undertaken a fresh one. The
chances of getting the Egyptians to move from this
position and to accept what they call an "open-ended
Agreement" are negligible. We have no doubt that they
would break on this point.

(3. The Egyptian counter-draft reported in paragraph
-6 (i) of the Delegation's telegram No. 1490 is probably
largely a bargaining position going as far in one
direction as they think the formula at paragraph 3 (v)
of your despatch "o. 234 goes in the other. We might
get them to accept a genuinely "neutral" formula
which merely provided for consultation without any
commitment at all, but if things came to this point and
we could get nothing better than a clause which simply
made it clearer than ever that the Egyptians were
entirely free to refuse an extension of the Agreement,
you might feel that in such circumstances it would be
better to drop the consultation clause altogether.

4. As you know the Delegation do not recommend that
any concessions at all should be made at this stage.
But we think you should know just what the prospects
are on this issue. It has riot as yet been considered
a major point and, as the Delegation understand their
instructions, it is not H.M.G.'s intention to break on
it, but if the two principal points now in dispute
were to be settled the consultation clause would probably
move up at once to the head of the list. We hope,
therefore, that you can give some consideration to the
question what we are to do if the Egyptians remain
adamant.
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(1043/667/53G)

SBGRET

PERSONAL

BRITISH EMBASSY,

CAIRO.

October 26, 1953.

K (• - '

It again looks very much,from the enclosed
record of a conversation that Tom Little had
yesterday with Gainal Abdul Nasser, as though the
Egyptians tffere going to give us the most difficulty
of all over availability. Nasser apparently said
that the Egyptians were so suspicious of the use
which the British and Americans could make of
the United Nations as an instrument of their own
policy that they were determined not to IDC "bound "by
any arrangement v/hich could result in a rigged General
Assembly meeting enforcing a reactivation of the
"base upon a reluctant Egypt. He does not seem to
have "been anything like so emphatic about the issue
of uniform.

2. Incidentally it rather looks as though once
again, as happened with the laut stage of the Sudan
negotiations in February, American "support11 of us
here has had the exact opposite effect to that
intended,and has ensured Egyptian rejection of the ,

rpoint| which they took up.
j M

3. On the other hand/the conversation I had with
Pawzi reported in Cairo telegran No. 1501 did not at
all give me the impression that we need abandon all
hope as regards abailability. You will see from that
telegram that what seenWto be chiefly on Pawzi1 s
mind was the possibility that a United Nations formula
would involve reactivation against Arab interests/and
it seemed to me possible that, by suitably narrowing the
definition of the circumstances under v/hich this would
occur/we might both be a^e to avoid any such suspicions
and cover our main requirement (which is presumably
immediate reactivation upon a" major crisis of war
with Russia and a consequent potential threat to the
Middle East).

4. Yi/ith this in mind I had "been rather wondering '
whether paragraph 2 of the availability formula might
not be added'to in the following way (the original
wording of paragraph 2 is in square brackets):

11 2. /In the event of a threat of an attack on
any of the members of the Arab Mutual Security
Pact, Iran or Turkey there shall be immediate
consultation between the United Kingdom and

/Egypt.
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Egypt/- The Base will "be made immediately available
if, in such circumstances and in order to counter this
threat, a recommendation to this effect is made "by the
United Nations."

It hod seemed to ijie that such a formula would have the
advantage of giving a rather greater degree of undertaking
in the case of a threat to Persia and Turkey (an under-
taking for "immediate consultation" "being in fact pretty
well valueless) and that it would also cover an outbreak
of war across the iron curtain in Europe since this would
of course involve a threat of an attack on the Middle
East. But in view of Little's report of Gamal Nasser's
views the hopes of getting the -Egyptians to put forward any
counter-proppsal involving the United Nations formula must,
I am afraid, "be now considered to have receded.

5. I put the above to you as food for thought. General
Robertson, who has seen this in draft, is quite emphatic
that we should not put any further proposals to the Egyptians
at this time on this very important icsue. Indeed he is
not particularly happy about my writing this letter "but
has agreed to it going simply as "backgroundthinking.

(1,1. J. ORE 3 WELL



TOP SECRET
MINUTE

NEGOTIATIONS

an inter-
view or
attributing

Mr. Little, of the Arab News Agency, haa a two hour talk
with Gamal Abdel Nasser yesterday morning.

2. He received a very clear impression that the Egyptians are
not going to give an inch on availability but that they are ready
for some practical compromise on uniform.

3. On availability, Nasser used words, as he sometimes does
to Mr. Little, to indicate that this was not merely a majority
decision of the C.R.G. but one in which he personally firmly
believed. He said that the Egyptians were not prepared to
let the decision rest with the U.N. They did not trust it
and they knew that Britain and the United States will always
find means of pushing a resolution through (lir. Little got the
impression that such American support as we have had on this
issue had done us much more harm than good) • Nasser added the
usual remarks to the effect that the Arab countries were the
limit for automatic reactivation and that when the time came we
would find that consultation in the case of Turkey and Persia
gave us what we*wanted.

4. He was more hopeful about a compromise over uniform, » •
The Egyptians did not object to a limited wearing of uniform in
certain circumstances. They wanted to be quite certain that it
was not going to be worn by so many technicians and so
frequently that it became noticeable. Mr. Little had the
impression that we would have great difficulty in getting in the
agreement a categorical statement that British troops would wear
uniform but that we would be able to get, if we wanted it,
wording which implied the right to wear uniform.

5. Nasser said, in reference both to availability and uniform
that whatever anybody said, it was still their intention to
restore constitutional life within the next two or three years.
This would coincide with the teething period of the technicians1
regime and made it essential for them to secure an agreement
including the smallest possible number of opportunities for
political attack.

6. In everything which Nasser said, there was the clearest
implication that he expected the discussions to continue. H«
made it clear that they wanted an agreement. He admitted
that the regime would fail without an agreement but said that
they would also fail if they accepted a bad one. If they had to
choose, they would prefer the former. Mr. Little found the
atmosphere very different from that prevailing just before the
breakdown of the negotiations in May.

7. Nasser said the 0.E.G. had received carte blanche from the
politicians whom they had consulted before the meeting on
October 21.

8. Nasser was obviously anxious that llr. Little should publish
this expression of Egyptian views. He could not, however,
authorise publication since he :had agreed with the British
t>elegation not to publish any details of the discussions.
Mr. Little could not therefore publish unless he could get
clearance from the British Delegation. I told lir. Little that
I was sure that the Delegation would not want anything published.
Mr. Little pointed out that he could write a story without mention-
ing/it to Nasser and simply including the main points as his own
estimate of Egyptian views. He asked that it might be
confirmed that General Robertson did not wish the interview
reported even in this form.
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9. Nasser also told l!r. Little that the "revolutionary
Tribunal" was going ahead with cases against Nahas, Madam
Nahas and Serag el Din. L'.r. Little checked on this with
Nasser's private office which is doing much of the
preparatory work and found that the trials were likely to
start very shortly. Those concerned were confident that they
had overwhelming evidence.

D. L. STEWART
October 26, 1953.



PT T DEFENCE NEGOTIATIONS._^_
Brief for interview with M. Hakki.

The Egyptian Ambassador is calling on Monday, October 26

to see the Secretary of State. M. Hakki has always been told,

whenever he raises the defence negotiations in conversation

with us, that we do not want to duplicate the negotiations in

Cairo. This has not deterred him and he spoke with Mr, Nutting
Flag A.

as recently as October 20. \

2. The Secretary of State may wish to take this occasion to

convince M. Hakki that our proposals of October 21 are our last

word and that they are reasonable; if they are not accepted,

both the Egyptians and ourselves must face the consequences.

He may wish to make the following points:-

(a) Availability formula. The behaviour of the Egyptian

delegation on this point has led us to wonder if they
\

are serious in saying they want a settlement. First

they accepted our United Nations formula. Then they

said they could not, but would accept a modification

of it. It was a most important modification, making

reactivation of the bas# depend upon a specific

recommendation by the United Nations. But when we

accepted it, they rejected the modification. It was

no use our modifying our position and then finding

the Egyptians had changed again. Anyway we have now

gone to our limit.

(b) M. Hakki can see for himself the political difficulties

facing Her Majesty's Government in trying to obtain

acceptance by parliament of an agreement which could in

any way impair our ability to meet our obligations in

the Middle East in the event of a major war. There

/will ]



OGJIO wm fce many people, and not only people in this country, who

will say we have already gone too far. We have a responsibility

to the other nations of the Commonwealth and to the North Atlantic

Community, as well as to our allies in the Middle East. It is

no use the Egyptian Government thinking that they can get the

United States Government to persuade us to change our position,

because the United States interest is identical with our own when
\

it comes down to planning to meet communist aggression. \
(c) Uniform. Egyptian opposition to the residual right of British

technicians to wear their own uniforms is incomprehensible. It

makes one wonder whether the Egyptian Government are motivated

only by a desire to avenge the past and not by any statesmanship

or foresight. On our present terms, after U? years we shall be

reduced in the Canal Zone to ij.,000 technicians wearing overalls
* Cb

on duty and civilian clothes off, but with the DQldiopo fruty to

wear uriform if ordered to do so. We have made general

undertakings to see that this residual right is not abused. How

can .the Egyptians maintain that these 4,000 men, who would be

dependent on Egyptian good faith for their security, would be a

menace to their national integrity? In showing willingness to

place our technicians in this position, we have shown our

confidence in Egyptian willingness to carry out an agreement. If

Egypt does not reciprocate by placing equal confidence with us,

there is no hope for a new relationship based on mutual trust.

(d) The next move is with Egypt. We hope the Ambassador will do what

he can to impress upon his .government the seriousness and the

extent of the effort we have made and the importance of meeting

/it
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It in the same spirit.

October 26. 1955



Secretary of State

Mr. Roger Allen advises that you

should, if possible, see the Egyptian

Ambassador. He did not demur when I said

this might have to wait till Monday.
He suggests you migjit emphasize that

we have reached the end of our tether and

have nothing new to say about uniform or

availability. You might add that it is

for the Egyptians to make up their minds now

whether they want an agreement or not.

October 23, 1953.
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10, Downing Street, S.W.I,

October 26, 1953.

J5Y :ri{E JliliVi; HIIiIGT

:ei'erence: Lord Alexander's minute of 22.10.53'
about removing material from the Oanal Z6ne Base.

"Noted.
cj q ft
•, 4 . O . '•-./ *

26.10.53
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In ny minute of r'OLet July, 1953, I undertook to

let you kn )w more o:( the question of removing material

from the Canal "one liaise.

2. As I suggested In that minute, some sorting and

movement of stores Is already in progress. This activity

is cjnf inud to stores of three broad categories:-

(a) Stores surplus to theatre requirements whlcn

are at present held In Canal Zone Depots and

which are required for re-issue elsewhere.

(b) Stores whose condition Is such that they are

fit only lor scrap, but whose removal from

the Cunal £ono Is ie ̂ulred not only lor the

scrap value of Uie equipment Dut also to
%

free apace In. certain depots which we should

continue to use aft or withdrawal,

(c) r.tores which are either sold locally, or ar«

clumped or otherwise destroyed, since they no

longer have any military or financial value,
3. ^tores Surplus to Theatre re uuUement

lenuired for re-Issue elbev/hore.

S:ilnce movement began some six months ago, 8,000 tons

of Army stores and 2,500 tons of it.A.F. stores nave been

moved irom Canal ;:one Lepots to the United Kingdom for

re-Issue elsewhere/ It Is estimated that the movement

of all such Amy stores, amounting to a further 20,000

tons, v.ill be completed by the end of 1954. No
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difficulty is foreseen in removal of it.A.F. surpluses

as tuey arise for ie-iusue elsewhere, though no iorecast
oi' quantity can be given at tiie moment. It is also

intended to use for the redeployment programme in the

Middle liast quantities of engineer stores at present

hold as surplus in Canal ône Depots.

4. Stores to be disposed'of as Scrap.

Out of a considerable tonnage of Array and a.A.P.

stores to be sorted and classified as scrap, about

14,000 tuns have boen back-loaded to the United Kingdom*

The programme should be completed by December, 1954, In

addition, an appreciable tonnage of such stores has been

disposed of locally or by dumping*

5. Stores disposed of locally.

Ho accurate figuies can be given of the total

tonnage disposed of to date under this heading, but

it is approximately 10J.OJJ tons.

6. This represents the full scope of movement

proprainmes at present planned, apart from the movement

envisaged under the Redeployment plan* Under this plan

it is intended to move out with the units of the

permanent Kiddle lost nan-icon their mobilisation

equipments, to build up stocks for peacetime use in

depots established in the deployment areas, to move to

the United Kingdom stoics surplus to maintenance and .,

reserve requirements for Middle East forces, and to

from tho î ase, for security reasons, all

—. : /equipment
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equipment of a secret nature. All tills movement

would oe completed within 18 months from the order

being given.

7. Meanv.liilG, any. i ui thvi- large scale removal of

stores must be governed by tv;o factors:-

(o) The needs of the present situation,

(b) Our policy for the Base,

8. The needs of the Present situation.
•M«W«M«WBWMM̂ MMP«»̂ HV«*MM̂ MMM̂ M̂M»WM«HŴ »̂ MIMmMMPiWiMM̂ P«Mî MMHMIM̂ »mMV y

r>ubi>tantial stocks oi1 all commodities must be *

retained in order to maintain the present garrison

of the Canal Lone. it
9. Our Policy for the ikise. " f

The policy for Army stores is that certain theatre

and war reserves should continue to be held in the Base.

Pv.A.F. war reserves held in the theatre will be

redeployed, except for aviation fuel, which cannot be

moved and v<iU continue to be hold in iigypt under

commercial arrangements.

10. The ptiysical procoujj ul torting and segregation

of equipment will of courr»e continue, in order that
* ;

every opportunity may bo taken of eliminating surplus

holdings.
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rom: General Sir Brian Robertson, St., G.C.B., G.B.E., K.C.M.G.,
K.G.V.O., D.S.O., M.C.
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BRITISH EMBASSY,

CAIRO
518-

17th October,1953

With reference to the Delegation's
telegram on Press guidance (Ho. 1464), the
aspect of the matter which I believe to be of
basic importance is brought out in the draft
whj.cn I attach.

I really am fearful for the fate of any
agreement on principles that may be reached
because of the speeches which I very much fear
will be made by either side. normally when
tv/o countries come to an agreement on important
matters, they at least make some protestation
of an intention to co-operate, and say a few
polite things about each other. I think it
quite likely that this formal courtesy may be
lacking on both sides on this occasion.

If you share my apprehensions, you might
care Lo discuss them with the Secretary of State
and perhaps offer aim my draft as a basis for
reflection. If anything on these lines is to
be said, it must be said in London and by a
Minister. It is no use our doing it from here.

I intend to rub the point in haidhere,
speaking to Gamal personally about it.

^ .-'̂  >-^ ,.<• ••"-;"• + <*-* '••• '"'"'I

-••-r: ,s -'.

t f

R. Allen,Esq., C.LI.G.,
African Department,
Foreign Office.
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This agreement is by no means perfect.

Plenty of justifiable criticism of it will '
f-;rV/ J.

be heard in this"countby. It can hardly

be regarded as perfect in Egypt, either, if
its provisions are compared with some of the

foolish promises made so often in the past.

A perfect agreement was clearly not to be
had by either side: Nor could a perfect

\
settlement have been made by force.

If they eschew sentimentality, jingoism

and wishful thinking, the people of Egypt

and the people of Great Britain are bound to

find themselves up against a fact which both
have resolutely declined to face so far. This

is that they neetj each other's co-operation

in the present day world. We cannot have ah

efficient base in Egypt without Egyptian
co-operation, and that co-operation cannctt

be extracted by force. Equally- is it true

that Egypt will never get out of the social

and ticonomic morass into which she has fallen

unless she makes a settlement with us that

produces enduring friendly relations.

The kind of agreement that some people

in England seem to want was not an agreement

that would have produced co-operation, even

if we could have forced its acceptance.

/Therefore -'i



Therefore it would have been useless to us.

This agreement at least faces the facts; it

is a workable agreement, given goodwill on

both sides, and by its terms it does not

make goodwill impossible.
\

Admittedly Egypt's past record is not

encouraging. Plenty of people will say:

the Egyptians never have..been true to their,

word and they never v/ill be. It is quite

proper that an agreement made with them should

contain certain safeguards and that its

execution should be v/atched with a careful - ;

eye. On the other hand, it is avbig mistake

to assume that the present Revolutionary

Government of Egypt is no different fr'om its.

predecessors. That kind of mistake has-
•

been made in similar cases before. 'ihey are

ruthless young men and they have done many

things which v/e condemn as bad or foolish.

On the other hand, they have shown a
determination and capacity to exact obedience;

they live austerely and are not enriching

themselves; they v/ork hard and they put the

interests of Egypt before their individual

interests. They can make this agreement work

/if
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if they wish to do so, and they

that it is in the interests of Egypt and

of their regime that it should work.

It will therefore be a good deal

more sensible on our part to give them a

chance to live up to the undertakings

which they have given us- than to denounce

them for dishonesty in advance, and

thereby make co-operation impossible.
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Draft, letter.
General

Robertson.

?rom:
Mr. Allen.

Saturday's Air Bag

Thank you very much for your letter of

October 1? enclosing a note on what might be said
^kjtsi^e.

to DiilijU tiuanlliluiutjj in dustif ication of an

Agreement with Egypt. The Secretary of State
- - ̂

- J^"*. [^

,
was very glad to have this/and 4445 ed points from

it, together with bits of the longer paper you

sent us in June, when facing the 22 Committee on

October 21 .

2. You will be glad to know that this meeting,

at which the Prime Minister and the Minister of

Defence supported the Secretary of State, went off

quite well; though we have since received a,

further manifesto of misgivings from a number of

fconservative members.

3. We all have much in mind the danger to which

you have called our attention, that speeches on

either side could upset any agreement on principle

you may succeed in concluding. We have our fender

out ready to absorb shocks. !'.&& hope you succee
*

in persuading Nasser to do the same. . At the

moment Salah Salem looks like being the most likel

to wreck us/but it is hard to judge from
^ Jk.*X«- <*. wtful*

this end whether Nasser would fool

to gag

g

2-3/0 -



CONFIDENTIAL

Israel and the Egyptian Negotiations

I submit herewith a note on the points raised in the

Israel Ambassador's memorandum of October 14.

2. The Department's remarks might be considered in

connexion with our eventual reply to the Israel memorandum.

October 15, 1953
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CONFIDENTIAL

Israel and the Egyptian Negotiations

Please see the record at Flag A of the conversation with

the Israel Ambassador when he called to leave the memorandum

expressing his Government's fears of the consequences of an

Anglo-Egyptian settlement.

Flag B. 2. It was foreseen in Mr. Allen's minute of September 16 that

the Government of Israel might make an approach on these lines

and indeed a foretaste of this was given in the Ambassador's

Flag C. talk with Mr. Allen on September 29.

3. In his note the Israel Ambassador expresses concern:-

(a) that an agreement between us and Egypt "by

producing a radical change in the balance of

forces as between Israel and Egypt, may do

violence to one of the basic principles laid down

(in the Three Power declaration) on May 25, 1950";

(b) that in making reference to the freedom of

navigation through the Suez Canal in the Preamble
*

of our agreement, we miss "the unique opportunity"

of binding Egypt to a faithful compliance with the

Security Council's decision of September 1, 1951 under

which Egypt was asked to allow free passage of

cargoes in transit to or from Israel.

4. Our answer to Israel on her concern lest the balance of

power in the Middle East be upset does not rest exclusively

upon our determination to give effect to the Three Power

Resolution of May 25, 1950 (copy attached) whereby the

Governments of the United Kingdom, the United States and France

declare their unalterable opposition to the use of force or
*

threat of force between the states in the Middle East area and

/their

t
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their intention to prevent the violation of frontiers or armistice

lines. We must admit that the "balance will be affected, if an

Egyptian agreement is made, "but the Government of Israel must still •

trust us to take the necessary measures to fulfil our obligations

undter the Three Power declaration if we had to. The fact that, even

after withdrawal of our combatant troops from Egypt, we intend to

retain a considerable force in the Middle East should be evidence of

our intention to carry out our obligations. In giving military

aid to Egypt in agreement with the United States, we should

obviously have to keep in mind the need to preserve a balance between

Israel and the Arab States. How this would be done in practice

would be a matter for consideration, but there is no doubt that the

equipment supplied to Egypt in the preliminary stages would be

primarily for training.

5. In regard to the passage of cargoes through the Suez Canal,

we have always told the Government of Israel that we could not make

this a condition of our settlement with Egypt. If we were to

accept it, it would be quite hopeless to expect to get an agreement

at all. On the other hand, in common with the Governments of the

United States and France, we have never acquiesced in the failure

of the Egyptian Government to comply with the Security Council* s

Resolution and have never lost an opportunity of bringing this

home to the Egyptians. This is a question which can be dealt with

far better by multilateral approach to the Egyptians rather than

in the context of our own negotiations. We cannot tell the Israel

Government that that is what we intend to do, but our intention is

to mobilise a joint approach to the Egyptians on the whole issue

of freedom of navigation by the main maritime countries; the

negotiations preceding this will have to be extremely secret. For

the time being all we can tell Israel is that while we regret that

/we



we cannot make our settlement with Egypt dependent upon

Egyptian compliance with the resolution of the Security

Council, we share Israel's concern in this matter and

will continue to work for complete freedom of navigation.

October 15, 1953
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JOINT STATEMENT BY THE GOVERmffiHTS OP THE
UKITB'D KINGDOM. FRAMCB AND THE UNITED STATES.

/~To be released at 1600 hours British Summer
Time on Thursday, 25th May, 1950._7

The Govarmicr.ts uf the United Kingdom, Prance and
the United States, having had occasion during the recent
Foreign Ministers1 meeting in London to review certain
questions affecting the peace and stability of the Arab
States and Israel, and particularly that of the supply
of arms and war material to these states, have resolved
to make the following statement:

1. The three Governments recognise that the Arab States
and Israel all need to maintain a certain level of armed
forces for the purposes of assuring their internal
security and thoir legitimate self-defence and to permit
thorn to play thair part in tho defence of the area as a
whole. AIL applications for arms or war material for
these oountrica will bo "coils ida rod in the light of those
principles. In this connexion the three Governments
w«sh to recall and reaffirm the terms of the statements
made by their representatives on the Security Council on
5th August! 19U9, in which they declared their opposition
to the development of an arms race between the Arab States
and Israel.

2 Tho three Governments declare that assurances have
been received from all tho states in question to which
they permit arms to be supplied from J^alr oountrisd that
tho mirchasinR state does not intend to undertake any act
of a?^esliof apainst any other state. Similar assurances
wilfbe reque^d ?rom any other states in the area to which
they permit arms to be supplied in the future.

*,
.

prevent such violation.
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Minutes.

Israel and the Egyptian negotiations

The effort to introduce at all
felicitously into a draft note on this
subject the point in your minute below about
the proper purposes for which arms are
supplied has been rather too much for us,
and in particular to reconcile it with your
other injunction to be rather cold. Unless
you think it might not be better to send
for the Israeli Ambassador to take delivery
of the note, and make the necessary remarks
orally, perhaps you could help us with the
draft as attached, or give us further
injunctions about redrafting it ourselves.

(E. B. Boothby)
19/10

Mr. Roger Allen'

tJOJf-
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ISRAEL AND THa EGYPPIAH NH}QTIATION3

Flag A I submit a draft reply to the recent note from the •

Israel Ambassador expressing concern lest our agreement with

Egypt should upset the balance of forces in the Middle East.

'fie could not in any case satisfy Israeli apprehensions "but

the tone of our reply has been deliberately kept rather

cold in view of recent Israeli behaviour, particularly the

Qibya incident.

rKA/ . .. (R. Allen)

^ October 21. 1953.
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Registry
No.

Top Secret.

Secret.

Confidential.

Restricted

Open.

Draft. Note.
Israel Embassy
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Her Majesty 's Principal Secretary of State \

for Foreign Affairs presents his compliments to

the Ambassador of Israel and has the honour to

acknowledge the receipt of His Excellency's
/*

communication (EE/3U/262U) of October 1U regarding

the negotiations at present in progress between !

the United Kingdom and Egypt.

Her Majesty 's Government understand the

concern of the Government of Israel and have had,

and will Keep, in mind the considerations raised\

in the Embassy's note. Her Majesty's

Government repeat that they are determined tp

abide by the terms of the declaration of May 25i

1950 by the governments of the United Kingdom,

Prance and the United States both in regard to

the development of an arms race between the

Arab States and Israel, and in regard to the use

of force or threat of force between any of the ,

States in the area. They fully intend to take

such action as may lie in their power to fulfil

that declaration.^,^ — A .
Her Majesty 's Government regret, however, •

that they cannot mate any settlement with Egypt

dependent upon Egyptian guarantees regarding
\ •

Egypt's use of arms or military assets which may

be transferred to her, or upon Egyptian ;

compliance with the Resolution of the Security '

Council of September 1, 1951. {jThese are

matters which, in their view, cannot be ~ •

j^'settledybefore an Aflglo/Egyptian agreement on
IV S- r- , -vbase in Egypt is ««n«indad. I

V*'

5J--4800
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CONFIDENTIAL

Flag D.

ISRAEL AND THE EGYPTIAN NEGOTIATIONS

I now attach a redraft of the draft reply which we

submitted to the recent Note from the Israel Ambassador

expressing concern lest our agreement with Egypt should

upset the balance of force in the Middle East. The \

Secretary of State, in his minute below, suggested that

we should be less specific as to the last paragraph, and

we have redrafted it accordingly adding to it a general

hope that a settlement with Egypt will improve the

situation everywhere in the Middle East.

October 27, 1953

Ĉt̂
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Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs presents his compliments to

the Ambassador of Israel and has the honour to

acknowledge the receipt of His Excellency's

communication (EE/3U/262U) of% October 1U
•i

regarding the negotiations at present in

progress between the United Kingdom and Egypt,'.

Her Majesty's Government understand the

concern of the Government of Israel and have

had, and will keep* in mind the considerations

raised in the Embassy's note. Her Majesty's

Government repeat that they are determined to

abide by the terms of the declaration of

May 25, 1950 by the Governments of the United

Kingdom, France and the United States both in

regard to the development of an arms race

between the Arab States and Israel, and in

regard to the use of force or"threat of force

between any of the States in the area.

They fully intend to take such action as may

lie in their power to fulfil that declaration.;

They do, however, see great-difficul.ty-ljLn

the suggeation that a settlement ef problems

concerning the Canal Zoner Base should

made contingent upon''conformity by Egypt
A

to the resolution of the Security Council of

September 1, 1953-

Her Majesty's Government hope that a

settlement with Egypt would eventually conduce

to a greater degree of stability in the Middle

East, and consequently to the maintenance of

peace In that area, which is one of the

prime objectives of their policy.
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Minutes.

CONFIDENTIAL

ISRAEL MID THE EGYPTIAN NEGOTIATIONS

Mr. Shuckburgh said he thought the
Secretary of State might still want to
alter the draft below on the grounds:

(a) that the Israeli point in
paragraph 6 of their Note
regarding a guarantee for the
proper use of the military
assets of the Base had still
not "been fully met, and

(b) that the phrase in the draft
about "seeing great difficulty"
etc. would look too weak if the
Note were ever published.

I said our redraft had been made to meet
what we thought were the Secretary of
State's wishes regarding greater vagueness,
but that the Department were in favour of
precision. I said we would try again,
and now attach a further effort which I
think is better.

(E. B. Boothby)
Oct. 28, 1953

Kir. Roger Allen
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Draft. Note

Israel Embassy
C

(V,

OUTF1LE
Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for !

Foreign Affairs presents his compliments to the •

Ambassador of Israel and has the honour to

acknowledge the receipt of His Excellency's . '

communication'(EE/34/2624) of October 14 regarding

the negotiations at present in progress between

the United Kingdom and Egypt. . >

Her Majesty's Government understand the

concern of the Government of Israel and have had,

and will keep, in mind the considerations raised

in the Embassy's note. Her Majesty's Government

repeat that they are determined to abide by the

terms of the declaration of May 25, 1950 by the

Governments of the United Kingdom, France and the

United States both in regard to the development

of an arms race between the Arab States and Israel,

and in regard to the use of force or threat of

force between any of the States in the area.

They fully intend to take such action as may lie

in their power to fulfil that declaration,

could not, however, accept the suggestion/that a

settlement of Anglo-Egypt!an problemsyconcerning

the Canal Zone -Base should be made/Sentingent

either upon securing a specifips'guarantee
l*y*t!M /

regaTainfJjnilitary assets or upon conformity by

Egypt to the resolution/of the Security Council

of September 1, 195|. J

Her Majesty's Government hope that a • •._ _

settlement with Egypt would eventually conduce to

a greater degree of stability in the Middle East,

and consequently to the maintenance of peace in

that area, which is one of the prime objectives of '

their policy.


